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UNIVERSIDADE CATÓLICA PORTUGUESA
Faculdade de Ciências Económicas e Empresariais
Economics of Business and Markets
M.Sc. in Business Administration

Professor Fátima Barros 					Problem Set 1
2008/2009							Due on December 2nd 



Exercise I

a) Several studies have shown that there is usually a systematic relationship between concentration and price. What is the relationship? Offer two brief explanations for this relationship.

	The following are the approximate market shares of different brands of soft drinks during the 1980’s: Coke: 40%, Pepsi: 30%; 7-Up: 10%; Dr. Pepper: 10%; all other brands: 10%.
	Compute the Herfindahl index for the soft drink market. Suppose that Pepsi acquired 7-Up. Compute the post-merger Herfindahl index. What assumptions did you make?

Federal antitrust agencies would be concerned to see a Herfindahl index of the magnitude you computed in a), and might challenge the merger. Pepsi could respond by offering a different market definition. What market definition might they propose? Why would this change the Herfindahl idex?

(2007/2008 Final Exam, Economics of Business and Markets )


Exercise II


1. In the next table you can find values for concentration indexes C4 e C8 for several industries in the US.

Which factors must be considered in order to analyse concentration in theses markets, given the characteristics of thoses industries. 

Industries
C4
C8
Cement
0.28
0.47
Automobiles
0.90
0.95
Breakfast Cereals
0.87
0.99


Note: take into account that 30% of the automobiles sold in the US are imported. 

2. Discuss the following sentence:

“If an industry is very concentrated than firms in that sector must have higher market power” 




Exercise III


	Empirical evidence from the US airline industry suggests that fare wars are more likely when carriers have excess capacity, caused by GDP growth falling short of its predicted trend. Fare wars more are also more likely during the spring and summer quarters, when more discretionary travel takes place. Give an explanation to this fact.


2. In 1918, the US Congress passed a law allowing American firms to form export cartels. Empirical evidence suggests that cartels were more likely to be formed in industries where American exporters had a large market share, in capital intensive industries, in industries selling standardized goods and in industries that enjoyed strong export growth. Discuss.
(in Luís Cabral, Introduction to Industrial Organization)




Exercise IV


Two firms compete in the same market à la Cournot. In the next table you can find the two firms’ profits when they play three different strategies: strategy L corresponds to the firm’s production level in a cartel situation; M is the strategy adopted by a firm  when it plays in a non-cooperative setting; and finally H corresponds to the situation where one of the firms unilaterally deviates from the cartel equilibrium.
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Which is the Nash equilibrium of this game assuming that it is played only once?

Assume now that the game is repeated an infinite number of periods. In each period  t both firms observe the last period rival’s production and each firm file_18.unknown
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chooses the production level file_19.unknown
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Define a trigger strategy on quantities that will lead to the collusive equilibrium  (L,L) in each period. For which discount rate file_21.unknown
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 is this trigger strategy a Nash equilibrium of this non-cooperative repeated game? (Remember that file_22.unknown
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is the discount factor).
 
Suppose now that firm 1 is more efficient than firm 2 since its production marginalcost is lower. In this situation will the collusive equilibrium more likely to be sustained as the Nash equilibrium of a non-cooperative game repeated an infinite number of times?




Exercise V



You compete against three major rivals in a market where the products are only slightly differentiated. The “Big Four” have historically controlled about 80% of the market, with a fringe of smaller firms accounting for the rest. Prices have been rather stable, but your market share has been eroding slowly, from 25% just few years ago to just over 15% now. You are considering adopting an aggressive discounting strategy to gain back market share. Discuss hoe each of the following factors would enter into your decision:

	You have strong brand identity and attribute your declining share to discounting by your rivals among the Big Four.

The Big Four have all been losing share gradually to the fringe, as the product category becomes more well known and customers become more and more willing to turn to smaller suppliers to meet their needs.
You believe your rivals are producing at close to their capacity, and capacity takes one year or two to expand.
You can offer discounts selectively, in which case it will take one or two quarters before your rivals are likely to figure out that you have become more aggressive in pricing. 
Your industry involves high fixed and low marginal costs, as applies for most information goods.
The entire market is in rapid decline because of technological shifts unfavorable to this product.

(in Luís Cabral, Introduction to Industrial Organization)



Exercise VI

“Word processors and spreadsheets are separate computer software products. During the 1990’s, software producers shifted from selling word-processors and spreadsheets separately to selling them as a part of a suite...
…A recent study has found that 43% of home PC users used both programs, 50% used only one, and 7% used neither. Among business PC users, 63% used both programs, while 37% used only one...”

	Taking into consideration the evidence described in the text, explain why did software makers changed from selling the products separately to selling them as a bundle.


Suppose that XPTO, a notorious software maker, found that its three biggest client’s willingness-to-pay for spreadsheets (S) and word processors (WP) is specified by the following table:

Willingness-to-pay
Spreadsheets(S)
Word processors (WP)
A
14
5
B
10
10
C
3
13

b)	If XPTO decides to sale the products separately, which prices should it practice?

c)	Imagine that XPTO wants to build a bundle that includes a spreadsheet and a word processor. Which price should it practice in a pure bundling situation?

d)	Determine the set of optimal prices in a mixed bundling situation.

(2007/2008 Final Exam, Economics of Business and Markets )



Exercise VII

1)	Cement in Belgium is sold at a uniform delivered price throughout the country, that is, the same price is set for each consumer, including transportation costs, regardless of where the costumer is located. The same practice is also found in the sale of plasterboard in the U.K. Are these cases of price discrimination?

2)	Supermarkets frequently issue coupons that entitle consumers to a discount in selected products. Is this a promotional strategy, or simply a form of price discrimination? Empirical evidence suggests that paper towels are significantly more expensive in markets offering coupons than in markets without coupons. Is this consistent with your interpretation?

(2007/2008 Final Exam, Economics of Business and Markets )




